HOW TO REACH THE PLAYING SITE
The library is located inside the city walls (Via
Giacomelli ,10 A), in an area called City Garden
(Città Giardino).
By car: Drive along the city-wall (outside ringroad), get
into town through gate 3 (Porta Calvi), take Viale
Cesare Battisti : third turning on the left, Via
Giacomelli is about 300 meters further on.
Parking facilities by parking-meter are available in all
streets nearby or in the neighbouring Cantarane
Park. Free parking along the walls (Viale Cairoli and
nearby and at Carmelitani Church, Viale Oberdan):
both about 10 minutes from the playing site.
By bus: Opposite the train station or the bus one,
take any of the buses passing by the Cathedral
(“Duomo”) (lines 2, 4, 5, 6, 9,11). Get off at Pio X
Square (“Piazza Pio X”) stop, then walk up to the
crossroads with Via Battisti. Walk past the
crossroads taking Via San Liberale, turn left into Via
N. Sauro street and then right into Via Giacomelli.
The Library is situated about 200 meters off the bus
stop. For further information on bus times see
www.actt.it.
Players coming by train or bus can easily walk to
the playing site: From the Railway Station take Via
Roma, keep straight ahead up to San Martino bridge
(“Ponte San Martino”), turn left into Via Cadorna,
cross Victory Square (“Piazza Vittoria”), get into Via
D’Annunzio; walk through Pio X Square (“Piazza Pio
X”), up to Viale Battisti crossroads; go past it and get
to Via S. Liberale, turn to the left into Via N.Sauro
and then right into Via Giacomelli. The library is
located about 1000 meters off the Train Station.

GAME LOCATION
CITTA’ GIARDINO
LIBRARY “A. ZANZOTTO”
Our town is pleased to host the International Chess
Tournament, and the library “A. Zanzotto” is the
ideal location for this important event: it can be
easily reached either on foot or by public
transportation.
The building was raised in 1933. The area where it
lies, formerly the worship place of the “CanonicalLateranensi” (1518-1771), then a sugar factory
(1838-1862), finally became a municipal property.
From 1863 it hosted several military units until the end of
the First World War. Built out of a previous 18th-century
building, it is the most significant witness of rationalclassicist architecture in town. It is featured by an imposing
pronaos-hall joining two symmetrical blocks, each marked
by a large bow-window.
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40th International Festival of the
Veneto Chess Committee
TREVISO CHESS CLUB
organizes

THE INTERNATIONAL CHESS
TOURNAMENT OF

TREVISO

Guaranteed Prize Fund 3.300 €
17-18-19 March 2017
Town Library
"A. Zanzotto"
Via Giacomelli 10 Treviso

TOURNAMENT ENTRY FEES
FREE FOR GM, IM, WGM.
ALL PLAYERS UNDER 16 YEARS OLD: 25€.
OPEN A MASTERS (ELO >= 2000) : 40 €
OPEN B (ELO < 2000 E >= 1750) : 40 €
OPEN C (ELO < 1750 E >= 1500) : 30 €
OPEN D (ELO < 1500 E NC) : 30 €

EXPENSE
REIMBURSEMENTS
(PRIZES)

ADVANCE ENTRIES and REGISTRATION
Advance entries can only be performed on the site
www.vesus.org: they will be closed at 20.00 on
Thursday 16th March and must be confirmed with the
payment of the fee at the playing site before 15.00, on
the first day of the Tournament.
Without advance entry, there will be a 5-euro extra
charge (for further information 3400917754). Entries
can take place from 13:30 till 15:00 on Friday 17th
March at the playing site: they will be accepted
according to availability.

GAME ROUNDS

OPEN A MASTERS (ELO >= 2000)

5 ROUNDS SWISS SYSTEM DUTCH FIDE

1° 500 €

1° ROUND - FRIDAY 17/03 – at 16.00

2° 350 €

2° ROUND - SATURDAY 18/03 - at 09.00

3° 300 €

3° ROUND - SATURDAY 18/03 - at14.30

4° 250 €

4° ROUND - SUNDAY 19/03 - at 09.00

5° 200 €

5° ROUND - SUNDAY 19/03 - at 14.30

1° con ELO <2200 180 €
1° con ELO <2100 180 €

TIME CONTROL

OPEN B (ELO < 2000 E >= 1750)
1° 200 €
2° 170 €
3° 130 €
4° 100 €
OPEN C (ELO < 1750 E >= 1500)
1° 150 €
2° 120 €
3° 100 €

OPEN A MASTERS (ELO >= 2000)
OPEN B (ELO < 2000 E >= 1750)
OPEN C (ELO < 1750 E >= 1500)
90'+ 30" increment.
OPEN D (ELO < 1500 E NC)
60'+ 30" increment.

TOURNAMENT FORMAT

On registration, all players must declare their own
grades and ELO ratings. Each player must bring his
FSI membership card for 2017 or a statement from his
Chess Club certifying his subscription for 2017.
Non-Members can join on site: the card will be valid for
the whole year. In joining the event, every player will
implicitly allow some personal data (full name, chess
grade, ELO rating, as well as the result/score he got) to
be published on sites of the Federation, Regional
Committee, Web, www.vesus. org.
The Tournament will take place in the Town Library
"A. Zanzotto" situated in Città Giardino (Via Giacomelli
10).
For further information: by e-mail
(pieronimzo@yahoo.it), mobile phone(340-0917754) or
on site: www.ast.altervista.org.
Unlike official FSI rules we declare that every player is
allowed to keep his phone and similar appliances (turned
off) with him, provided inside a closed bag that cannot be
opened during the game.
Any player who should get to the chessboard
post more than 60 minutes after the beginning
of play will lose the match.
The awards ceremony will be held after the end of
the Tournament. All prizes/refunds are indivisible and
cannot be accumulated: in case of joint ranking, they
will be awarded through technical play-offs. For
anything not expressly mentioned in this bid, please
refer to FIDE rules and REG. FSI. Rules.
The Tournament Management reserves the right to
any modification that might prove useful for the success
of the Event. Special wild cards can be allotted to
players for moving them up to higher playing sections.
Referees’ Judgements are unappealable: they can use
Anti-Cheating devices during the games.
The Tournament is valid for Italy and FIDE ELO
variation.

SPONSORS

OPEN D (ELO < 1500 E NC)

AGREEMENTS

1° 150 €
2° 120 €
3° 100 €

Prizes/Refunds are indivisible and cannot be
accumulated. They will be awarded by a play-off
method, published by Referees or Assistants at
the beginning of the event.

Equipments and plants
for food, chemical,
pharmaceuticals
www.solme.com

At the beginning of the Tournament, the Organizers will
inform all players about the arrangements made with
local Restaurants to provide meals cheaply.

